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1.Which statement is true about UML?
A.UML is NOT a visual programming language
B.UML allows the end User to react to the GUI faster
C.UML models cannot be connected to different programming languages
D.UML is a visual programming language
Correct:A
2.There are many editors that are included with IBM Rational Application Developer. Of the
following, which one is not an editor that comes with IBM Rational Application Developer?
A.WSDL Editor
B.XSL Editor
C.Java Visual Editor
D.Hibernate Mapping Editor
Correct:D
3.Rational Software Modeler lets you create, import, and edit many types of UML 2 models and the
diagrams associated with those models. Which one in the following list is not one of the
"out-of-the-box" models and diagrams you can create?
A.Class diagrams
B.Swim Lane diagrams
C.Communication diagrams
D.Component diagrams
Correct:B
4.What is a collection of objects with common structure, common behavior, common
relationships, and common semantics called?
A.A Vector
B.An Interface
C.A Class
D.A Component
Correct:C
5.The OMG has provided a conceptual framework and a set of standards to express models,
model relationships, and model-to-model transformations. What is this conceptual framework
referred to as?
A.Model-Centric Approach
B.Model Driven Architecture
C.Common Warehouse Meta-model
D.Model-View-Controller
Correct:B
6.With IBM Rational Software Modeler you can generate HTML and PDF reports from UML model
files. Which one of the following statements correctly describes this functionality?
A.Generating HTML and PDF reports from UML model files can be accomplished by adding the Crystal
Reports plug-in
B.Generating HTML and PDF reports from UML model files can be accomplished by connecting to the
Jasper Reports engine
C.Generating HTML and PDF reports from UML model files can be accomplished by exporting to Crystal
Reports
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D.Generating HTML and PDF reports from UML model files is a capability provided with IBM Rational
Software Modeler
Correct:D
7.In the UML, a class is represented by a rectangle that contains three compartments. Which one
of the following is not one of the three compartments?
A.Name
B.Attributes
C.Type
D.Operations
Correct:C
8.The Eclipse platform is made available under which one of the following licenses?
A.IBM Public License
B.GNU General Public License (GPL)
C.Apache Software License
D.Common Public License
Correct:D
9.Rational Software Architect automates the code inspection process, making sure that the code
is presented in a consistent way and that the code follows best practices consistent with the J2SE
and J2EE specifications. Which one of the features listed below provides this benefit?
A.Code Review
B.Code Analysis
C.Design Pattern Discovery
D.Code Framework Interpreter
Correct:A
10.The workbench is the window that opens when you start Rational Application Developer.
Which one of the following correctly describes what the workbench offers?
A.One or more views, each containing an editor and a set of perspectives for developing Java and J2EE
applications
B.One or more editors, each containing a perspective and a set of views for developing Java and J2EE
applications
C.One or more widgets, each containing an perspective and a set of views for developing Java and J2EE
applications
D.One or more perspectives, each containing an editor and a set of views for developing Java and J2EE
applications
Correct:D
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